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Abstract

We present a database of acoustic transfer functions of
the Hearpiece, an openly available multi-microphone
multi-driver in-the-ear earpiece for hearing device re-
search. The database includes HRTFs for 87 incidence
directions as well as responses of the drivers, all mea-
sured at the four microphones of the Hearpiece as well as
the eardrum in the occluded and open ear. The transfer
functions were measured in both ears of 25 human sub-
jects and a KEMAR with anthropometric pinnae for five
reinsertions of the device. We describe the measurements
of the database and analyse derived acoustic parameters
of the device. All regarded transfer functions are subject
to differences between subjects as well as variations due
to reinsertion into the same ear. Also, the results show
that KEMAR measurements represent a median human
ear well for all assessed transfer functions. The database
is a rich basis for development, evaluation and robustness
analysis of multiple hearing device algorithms and ap-
plications. The database is openly available at https:
//doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3733191.

1 Introduction

Development and evaluation of hearing devices like hear-
ing aids or hearables and appropriate algorithms is greatly
facilitated by utilizing simulations. It is well understood
that realistic simulations are required to obtain meaning-
ful results [1, 2]. To simulate input signals of hearing
devices, signals can be convolved with appropriate Head-
Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) that describe the
acoustic free-field transmission to the hearing device mi-
crophone from a certain incidence direction. Several
researchers have presented measurements of hearing de-
vice HRTFs [2, 3, 4, 5], and it has been shown that there
are significant differences of the HRTFs between hear-
ing device styles and microphone positions, as well as
differences and perceptual consequences with respect to

HRTFs measured in the unobstructed ear [6, 7, 8]. Also,
the differences between individuals and the implications
for designing signal processing algorithms has been rec-
ognized [3, 9]. One limitation of existing datasets HRTF
is that while they can be utilized well to study the theoret-
ical performance of algorithms, the authors usually used
custom devices that are not available to other researchers.
This means that others would have to build their own
devices given the (often sparse) documentation in order
to transfer their developments to real-time devices that
are usable in the field.

Several other transfer functions related to hearing de-
vices are crucial for their real-ear performance. However,
they seem to be given little attention in current research,
and the authors are not aware of public datasets of hearing
device HRTFs that also include the driver responses, feed-
back paths, or transfer function to the occluded eardrum
[10]. For instance, the responses of the driver(s) at the
eardrum determine the sound that is perceived by the
user, and recently several researchers tackled the prob-
lem of individualized equalization of the presented sound
[8, 11, 12]. Also, the feedback paths, i.e., the response
of the driver at the device’s microphones, is a factor that
may greatly affect the performance of hearing devices
especially if gain is to be provided [13]. Furthermore,
many modern devices feature a non-occluding fit, i.e.,
significant sound energy from external sound sources en-
ters the ear canal directly without being processed by the
device, which has to be considered. Usually, the tightness
of fit also interacts with the driver responses and feedback
paths [10, 14].

We here present a database of all linear transfer func-
tions of the Hearpiece, a recently presented openly avail-
able in-the-ear earpiece with wired transducers for hear-
ing device research [15]. The database contains on the
one hand the HRTFs from 87 directions to the four micro-
phones of the Hearpiece as well as the eardrum, both in
the open ear and the ear occluded by the passive device.
On the other hand, the responses of the two drivers at the
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eardrum as well as at the microphones integrated in the
device (i.e., feedback paths) were measured. The transfer
functions were measured in 25 human subjects and a KE-
MAR with anthropometric pinnae (G.R.A.S. 45BB-12
[16]) for each 5 reinsertions and variations of the sound
field by placing a telephone near the ear. Furthermore,
the between-device variation was assessed for 10 pairs
of the Hearpiece that were either vented or completely
occlude the ear. The database thus amounts to 169,878
HRTFs and 5740 driver responses.

This work includes a description of the conducted mea-
surements and the database, as well as an evaluation of
derived acoustic parameters of the Hearpiece. Note that
while the general properties of the device were already
analyzed in [15], this work mainly focusses on the differ-
ences between subjects and devices from a series, vari-
ations of the transfer functions with reinsertion, and to
what degree measurements in KEMAR are suitable to
capture the acoustic properties of such an in-ear hearing
device in a median human ear. One special feature of
the Hearpiece is a microphone in the ear canal, which
allows the implementation of novel algorithms in the field
of individualized equalization, feedback cancellation, or
active noise/occlusion control [11, 17, 18]. These ap-
proaches require knowledge, estimation or modelling of
the relative transfer function from the In-Ear microphone
to the eardrum, which is in the following referred to as
Residual Ear Canal Transfer Function (RECTF). Since
such relative transfer functions and their properties have
only been assessed very sparsely before [19], the RECTF
is given special consideration here.

The database is made openly available. We believe that
it is useful for general research and development of in-
the-ear type hearing devices. This device style has gained
popularity again with the advent of hearables and other
hearing devices targeted at normal-hearing users in differ-
ent applications [20]. Moreover, developments based on
the data can be directly transferred to portable real-time
prototypes due to the joint availability and compatibility
of this database, the Hearpiece [15], and portable signal
processing platforms [21, 22].

2 Methods

2.1 Earpiece and Measurements in the Ear

A photograph of the Hearpiece and its schematic layout
are shown in Fig. 1, the detailed geometry is documented
in [15, 23]. The Hearpiece includes two Balanced-
Armature drivers and four microphones in each side

that are contained in an acrylic shell with a generic fit
that suits about 90% of human ears. An optimized fit
is achieved using exchangeable silicone domes in four
sizes, the size selected for each subject is given with the
database.

Both drivers and two of the microphones are dis-
tributed along the included vent with a cross-section of
approx. 1.5 mm2 and a length of 19 mm, where the
two microphones are positioned at the inner and outer
ends (referred to as In-Ear and Outer Vent microphones,
respectively). The two drivers couple into the vent at
different positions and are referred to as inner and outer
driver. Two more microphones are located on the face-
plate with a distance of 12.5 mm, one near the position
of the ear canal entrance (Entrance microphone) and one
in the rear part (Concha microphone). The drivers are
two different types (inner: Knowles WBFK-30042, outer:
FK-26768), while all microphones are MEMS micro-
phones of the same type (Knowles SPH1642HT5H-1).
The Hearpiece is available as both a vented and a closed
version where the outer part of the vent is occluded and
the Outer Vent microphone omitted. The main body of
the data presented here regards the vented version; for
differences of the closed version the reader is referred
to [15]. The transducers were connected to the measure-
ment system through a custom adaptor and amplifier box
without implementing any real-time processing.

In addition to the microphones integrated into the de-
vice, measurements were also conducted at the eardrum.
To this end, an audiological probe tube connected to an
Etymotics ER7C microphone was inserted into the ear
canal until the subject reported contact with the eardrum,
and then pulled back by a minimal amount. The device
was then inserted on top of the probe tube. To minimize
squeezing and movement of the probe tube, it was placed
at the lower anterior corner of the ear canal, led towards
the eardrum on the lower side of the ear canal and out
of the ear between tragus and anti-tragus. Insertion of
the probe tube and the device was executed by an experi-
enced hearing aid acoustician.

2.2 Individual Subjects and Dummy Head

27 human subjects (age 24-60, average age 30.56, 13
females, 14 males) participated in the measurements. By
means of screening measurements it was assured that they
had clinically normal hearing (hearing threshold better
than 20 dB HL for frequencies < 8 kHz, normal loudness
perception). Furthermore, an otoscopy was conducted di-
rectly before each session to ensure that the eardrum was
visually normal and no large accumulations of cerumen
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Figure 1: Top: Photograph of the Hearpiece used for recording
the database. Bottom: Schematic transducer layout in the
device (grey), both drivers and two microphones couple into a
vent (blue area). Reproduced from [15].

were present in the ear canal. The subjects comprised one
author, employees of the University of Oldenburg (De-
partment of Medical Physics and Acoustics) and RWTH
Aachen University (Institute of Technical Acoustics) as
well as paid volunteers. All subjects signed a written in-
formed consent, and the experiment was approved by the
University of Oldenburg Ethics council. In two subjects,
it was not possible to insert the Hearpiece properly, and
their results were excluded.

The measurements were also conducted in a G.R.A.S.
KEMAR 45BB-12 dummy head with anthropometric
pinnae and low-noise ear simulators [16]. The anthro-
pometric pinnae facilitated realistic fitting of the in-ear
device, which was not possible with the standard pinnae.
Measurements and evaluation were conducted identically
for the KEMAR and the human subjects except for the
eardrum data, where KEMAR’s ear simulators were uti-
lized.

2.3 Apparatus and Procedure

The measurements were conducted in the Virtual Reality
Lab of Oldenburg University, which is an anechoic cham-
ber with 94 Genelec 8030 loudspeakers installed in a 3D
layout. 48 loudspeakers were spaced uniformly in the
horizontal plane, leading to an azimuth resolution of 7.5◦.
Further circles of loudspeakers were installed at ±30◦

Figure 2: Experimental setup with a subject.

and ±60◦ elevation with a horizontal resolution of 30◦

and 60◦, respectively, as well as each one loudspeaker
directly above and below the center. 8 further loudspeak-
ers were installed in the median sagittal plane to achieve
a vertical resolution of 15◦ in this plane above -30◦ ele-
vation. The seven incidence directions at elevations of
≤ −60◦ could not be considered due to obstruction by
a sitting platform. The loudspeakers are mounted at a
distance of 2.5-3 m from the subject, and the the spatial
separation of woofer and tweeter (approx. 1.3◦) can be
neglected.

Figure 2 shows a photograph of the setup with a sub-
ject during an experimental session. The subjects were
seated on a small grillage platform covered by absorbers,
with their legs wrapped in absorbing material to mini-
mize reflections. To stabilize the head position during
the course of the experiment, a small headrest as well as
a graphical feedback on the head position [24] was pro-
vided. The graphical feedback utilized head position data
continuously recorded using a headtracker (Pohlemus Pa-
triot) mounted on top of the subject’s head to display the
corrections necessary to restore a reference head position
and orientation. The graphical feedback was displayed
on a screen mounted below the loudspeaker in front of the
subjects (see Fig. 2). At the beginning of the experiment,
the subjects were positioned and oriented at the center of
the loudspeaker array using crossed laser markers, and
the reference head position was recorded. The head posi-
tion and orientation with respect to the reference position
are supplied with the database.

The experimental procedure was as follows: First, the
probe tubes were inserted into the open ear and the sub-
ject was positioned and oriented in the center of the array.
Second, the HRTF to the eardrum of the open ear was
measured (see Sec. 2.4). Third, the device was inserted
and the HRTF to all microphones of the device and the
eardrum measured. The hearing aid acoustician inserted
the device to minimize hazard to the subjects by pushing
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the probe tube closer to the eardrum and avoid squeezing
of the probe tube. Fourth, the responses of the device’s
drivers were measured (see Sec. 2.5), once with nothing
close to the ear and once where the subject held a tele-
phone (Galaxy S3 mini, turned off) close to their right ear.
Then, the device was taken out and steps 2-4 repeated for
a total of 5 reinsertions of the device to assess variations
caused by uncertainty of the fit. Finally, the HRTF with
the telephone held close to the right ear was measured
both with the device inserted (no reinsertion after fifth
round) and subsequently the open ear.

The database was measured with the device with serial
number DV-0001, except for additional measurements
that assessed nine devices with serial numbers 0003-
0011. These additional measurements were gathered
as described above but exclusively in KEMAR, with only
three reinsertions and without the telephone nearby, about
five months after the main measurements were finished.

2.4 HRTF Measurements and Processing

Measurements and processing of the HRTFs was per-
formed very similar to [3]. HRTFs were measured for all
incidence directions where loudspeakers were installed
using exponential sweeps covering a range from 30 Hz
to 22.05 kHz (= half sampling rate of 44.1 kHz) with an
individual length of 3.2 s. To speed up the measurements,
the sweeps were overlapped in time using the multiple
exponential sweeps technique [25], leading to an overall
duration of 27 s. The average level of the sweeps was
81 dB SPL in free field. For each round of measure-
ments, the order of incidence directions was randomized
independently.

From the raw impulse responses, acoustic reflections
from equipment were removed by frequency-dependent
truncation [26]. Next, the responses were compensated
for the influence of the loudspeakers (measured using
1/8” microphone G.R.A.S. 46DP-1, acoustic reflections
removed likewise) and microphone sensitivities by regu-
larized spectral division. For the microphones included in
the device, one representative sensitivity (including pre-
amplifiers), extended by individual broadband adaptation,
was utilized. For the probe tube microphones, individ-
ual free-field sensitivities were determined. Finally, the
HRTFs were set to the expected 0 dB at frequencies be-
low 60 Hz, shifted in time by 44 samples and truncated to
a final length of 356 samples at 44.1 kHz sampling rate.

2.5 Driver Responses at the Eardrum and
Feedback Paths

The linear responses of all drivers were measured sequen-
tially, and for each driver simultaneously at the eardrum
and all microphones of the device. Again, an exponential
sweep covering the frequency range from 30 Hz to 22.05
kHz (=half sampling rate of 44.1 kHz) with a length of 2
seconds was employed. The envelope of the sweep was
pre-equalized to achieve a level of approx. 80 dB SPL
equivalent to the free field at the eardrum [27]. After-
wards, the microphone sensitivities as well as the delay
and sensitivity of the sound card were compensated, such
that the impulse responses are stored in units of Pa/V.
Finally, the impulse responses were truncated to 756 sam-
ples at 44.1 kHz, including 44 samples time shift as in
the HRTFs.

3 Results & Analysis

In the following, exemplary results that aim to represent
the extensive database as well as possible are presented
and discussed. Explicit sample data is shown for the KE-
MAR and two representative human subjects: One male
subject where the device fit particularly well (ER03ED10)
and one female subject where only a less reliable fit could
be achieved (EL08RD06). In Secs. 3.1-3.5, various
acoustic parameters are assessed and shown for one sam-
ple device and insertion (DV-0001, third insertion into
right ear). The variation of these parameters across hu-
man subjects is evaluated and compared to measurements
in KEMAR. Averages of responses in the human subjects
were computed from the magnitude responses in decibels.
In Sec. 3.6, the variability of the parameters with rein-
sertion of the device is evaluated for the three exemplary
ears. In Sec. 3.7, the variation of driver responses and
feedback paths within each 8 vented and 2 closed pairs
of devices measured in KEMAR is shown. Finally, Sec.
3.8 demonstrates a possible application scenario where
real-time processing with different insertion gain settings
is simulated for the device in a sample human ear.

While aspects particular to the shown data are dis-
cussed with the presentation of the Results, an overarch-
ing discussion is given in Sec. 4.

3.1 Head-Related Transfer Functions

Figure 3 shows samples of the Head-Related Impulse
Responses (HRIRs) i.e., the impulse response representa-
tion of HRTFs, measured for frontal incidence in subject
ER03ED10, for all microphone locations of interest as
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denoted at the right of the panel. First, small timing differ-
ences up to 0.1 ms between microphones originate from
the geometric propagation difference. It should be noted
that the open eardrum HRIR was measured separately
from the other responses, and the good temporal align-
ment between both measurements at the eardrum verifies
the stability of the head position throughout the experi-
mental session [24]. Second, the HRIR at the eardrum
of the open ear is considerably longer than the others,
which is caused by an oscillation at the λ/4 resonance
frequency of the ear canal. The level differences between
microphone locations are caused by attenuation through
insertion of the device (Eardrum, occluded) or due to (de-
struction of) such resonances of the open ear [3]. Third,
in the HRIRs measured at the eardrum, additional acausal
peaks are seen at around -0.3 ms in both curves, but not in
the HRIRs measured in the microphones of the device or
those of the KEMAR. These peaks are not to be confused
with the mild pre-ringing artefacts as present in the Outer
Vent or Concha microphones. The acausal peaks very
likely originate from a sound path leaking directly into
the body of the probe tube microphone without travelling
through the tube. This interpretation is consistent with
the additional observation that the temporal alignment of
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Figure 3: HRIRs for frontal incidence in the right ear of
subject ER03ED10. Each line indicates the HRIR for one
microphone location as indicated. The delay between channels
is caused by geometric distances.
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Figure 4: HRTFs in the horizontal plane measured in KEMAR
and two representative human subjects, at the eardrum of the
open ear (left panels) and the Concha microphone of the device
(right panels).

this component with respect to the main response varies
with incidence direction. As it can be seen in Fig. 3, the
acausal parts are most critical in the occluded eardrum
data, due to the lower level of the main response that
is attenuated with respect to the open-ear case. In the
occluded eardrum responses, the additional energy of this
disturbing component may impose a lower boundary on
the measured HRTFs. Nevertheless, comparisons to KE-
MAR data (see following sections) and further analyses
showed that up to about 10 kHz, the HRTFs measured at
the occluded eardrum yield results that are as reliable as
it can be expected from probe tube measurements in the
occluded ear. In the responses at the eardrum of the open
ear, this disturbance is generally low enough in level to
be neglected.

Figure 4 shows a direction-frequency representation of
the HRTF at the eardrum of the open ear and the Concha
microphone after 1/12 octave smoothing, for the three
exemplary subjects. Somewhat altered but similar struc-
tures are seen in all subjects for each microphone location.
As expected, the HRTFs differ notably between micro-
phone locations in each subject. The most prominent dif-
ference is an amplification around 2-10 kHz originating
from ear cavity resonances, which is seen at the eardrum
but not at the Concha Microphone [3, 28]. While the dif-
ferences between left and right hemispheres are evident
at both microphone locations, the eardrum HRTF also
contains more spatial dependences than the Concha Mi-
crophone that originate from directional pinna filtering,
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Figure 5: Insertion Loss for diffuse-field incidence measured
in individual subjects (black curves), the average across sub-
jects (green curve) and in KEMAR (orange curves).

since the pinna is largely filled by the device [6, 7].

3.2 Insertion Loss

Figure 5 shows the diffuse-field insertion loss, i.e., the
attenuation of external sounds reaching the eardrum by
inserting the passive device. The insertion loss was cal-
culated by dividing the approximated diffuse-field re-
sponses at the occluded eardrum by the appropriate open-
eardrum response. The diffuse-field responses were ap-
proximated from the HRTFs by calculating the power
spectrum average across 47 uniformly distributed inci-
dence directions after 1/12 octave smoothing of individ-
ual HRTFs [3]. Each black line in Fig. 5 denotes the
result for one right ear of a human subject in the third
insertion, the green line denotes the average across sub-
jects, and the orange line denotes the appropriate result
in KEMAR.

The typical insertion loss curve approaches 0 dB at
the low frequencies, i.e., the vent allows low-frequency
sounds to leak into the ear canal unattenuated. Around
roughly 400 Hz, an amplification of up to 5 dB is seen
most prominently in the KEMAR data, but also for some
of the human subjects. The amplification probably results
from a Helmholtz resonance of the residual ear volume
and vent opening. Above approx. 500 Hz, the attenuation
increases for most subjects up to about 30 dB around
4 kHz. Only in some subjects, where only a poor fit
could be achieved, the device does not attenuate sounds
below 1-2 kHz. It should be noted that even poorer fits
than included here occur in the database, and within some
subjects the fit varies significantly between insertions (see
also Sec. 3.6). Between 4 and 10 kHz, the attenuation
decreases again down to 10 dB, which might be caused
by approaching the λ/2 resonance of the vent (length:

19 mm). Above 10 kHz, the insertion loss increases
again for KEMAR measurements, but decreases further
in the human subjects. Apart from outliers with a very
poor fit, the insertion loss in the human subjects lies
within a range of approx ±7 dB around the average for
frequencies >600 Hz.

Up to 10 kHz, the data from the human subjects and
KEMAR are very consistent, and the KEMAR may be
seen as a human subject where a particularly good fit
could be achieved. In the human subjects, the presence of
the probe tube unavoidably prevents a tight seal between
the ear canal and the silicone dome of the earpiece. Thus,
in practice the low-frequency insertion loss in users may
look even more like the KEMAR curve. Above 10 kHz,
the results deviate consistently between human subjects
and KEMAR. The lower attenuation seen in the human
subjects could, on the one hand, be caused by utilizing
KEMAR out of its intended frequency range [29]. On the
other hand, we believe it is more likely that the apparently
lower attenuation in the human subjects is an artefact of a
low Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) in this frequency region
of the occluded eardrum measurements (c.f. Sec. 3.1).

3.3 Driver Responses at Eardrum

Figure 6 shows the responses of both drivers of the de-
vice at the eardrum in separate panels. Generally, the
responses between drivers differ, which is caused by us-
ing different driver types [15]. A low-frequency roll-off
with cut-off frequencies varying between approx. 300 Hz
and 1 kHz is seen in all curves is caused by incomplete
sealing of the ear canal due to the vent and imperfect
fit. As for the insertion loss, this inter-subject difference
in this frequency range is probably caused by fits with
varying tightness in the ears of subjects. The tight seal
that can be achieved in the KEMAR also here leads to
the lowest cut-off at around 300 Hz; for most subjects it
lies at around 400 Hz. In the KEMAR data, a resonance
around 400 Hz can be seen that is also observed less
prominently in the human data (see also Sec. 3.6).

In the range of 2-6 kHz, the variation between subjects
is small (< ±5 dB) and mostly comprises a broadband
offset. This can be explained by the fact that the cor-
responding half wave lengths are still larger than the
residual ear canal lengths, and the responses are largely
governed by the properties of the drivers and the device.
The broadband differences are probably a result of resid-
ual ear canal volumes that differ between subjects. Be-
yond 6 kHz, the resonances in the individual residual ear
canals come into play, which lead to shifted resonances
and between-subject deviations of 30 dB and more.
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Figure 6: Responses of the inner (upper panel) and outer
(lower panel) drivers of the device measured at eardrum. Black
lines show the responses measured in individual subjects, thick
orange line measured in KEMAR (left and right ears plotted)
in both cases.

The KEMAR data reflects a median human response
well across the full frequency range, and is very close to
the human average above 800 Hz. As for the insertion
loss (Sec. 3.2), it can be assumed that in human subjects
a better seal than in the presented data can be achieved in
practice due to the absence of the probe tube. Therefore,
the actual low-frequency response in human subjects may
be even closer to the KEMAR data than in the present
results.

3.4 Feedback Paths

Figure 7 shows feedback paths, i.e., the responses of the
inner driver at the Concha microphone. The general be-
haviour for paths including either driver and the Concha
and Entrance microphones, which are most relevant for
incoming signal pickup in most applications, are very
similar [15]. Free-field conditions are denoted by solid
lines, conditions when a telephone was held near the right
ear are shown as dotted lines. For either condition, again
the individual subject are denoted by black lines, the sub-
ject average is denoted by green lines and the KEMAR
result is denoted by orange lines in the appropriate line
style. For reference, the response of the inner driver at
the eardrum measured in KEMAR is also shown as a
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Figure 7: Feedback paths from the inner driver to the Concha
microphone in individual subjects (black lines) and the KE-
MAR (orange line), response at eardrum for reference (purple
line, measured in KEMAR).

purple line.
The feedback path in free-field conditions is generally

lower in level than the response at the eardrum by more
than 30 dB up to 4 kHz, and about 20 dB at higher fre-
quencies. The lower boundary of the feedback paths at
around 60 dB SPL/V (around 50 dB SPL/V in the KE-
MAR) is probably caused by noise in the measurements
due to the level limitations. It is expected that below 2
kHz, the downward slope of approx. 24 dB per octave
observed between 2 and 4 kHz actually continues toward
lower frequencies. Placing a telephone near the ear gen-
erally results in a rather broadband amplification of the
feedback paths of approx. 10 dB in average. However,
the influence of the telephone is subject to large variations
between subjects, presumably due to different manners
of how they held the telephone.

The variation across subjects for the free-field case is
in the range of the between-subject variation of the driver
responses at the eardrum (c.f. Sec. 3.3). The KEMAR
results lie well in the range of human subjects data, and
coincides almost perfectly with the human average curve.
In the condition with the telephone near the ear, the in-
crease of the feedback path in KEMAR is rather high but
still in the range of human data, presumably because the
telephone was placed very close to the ear.

3.5 Residual Ear Canal Transfer Functions

Figure 8 shows the RECTF (the relative transfer function
between the In-Ear microphone and occluded eardrum)
in the three representative ears for external sound sources
as well as the two drivers. The RECTF was computed by
dividing the appropriate 1/12 octave smoothed magnitude
responses at both locations. It can generally be seen that
the RECTF is only a flat 0 dB in the low frequencies
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below 400 Hz, and generally has to be considered when
estimating the sound pressure at the eardrum using the In-
Ear microphone [30]. The sign of the RECTF shows that
the sound pressure level is mostly higher at the In-Ear
microphone, at some frequencies this difference amounts
to 30 dB and more.

Besides the dependence on frequency, considerable
differences between sound sources are noted. That is,
the RECTF is different between external sound sources
and the two included drivers of the device. While the
RECTF differs between external sound sources at differ-
ent directions, it is very similar between the two drivers
as sound source. This deviation between sound sources
is most prominent in a band between approx. 1.5 and 5
kHz; in the human subjects it is also seen above 10 kHz.
The results are consistent with observations made in a
previous prototype of the Hearpiece [19], however the
underlying reason is still unclear and not within the scope
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Figure 9: Residual ear canal transfer function (RECTF, from
In-Ear microphone to eardrum) measured in all subjects and
the KEMAR, for diffuse-field incidence (upper panel) and the
inner driver of the device (lower panel). The results for the
outer driver are very similar to the inner driver (c.f. Fig. 8).

of the present paper.
The RECTF measured in KEMAR in relation to the

data from all human subjects is shown in Fig. 9 for
diffuse-field incidence and the inner driver. The KEMAR
data is very consistent with the human data up to 10
kHz for diffuse-field incidence, and across the whole fre-
quency range for the drivers. The deviations between
the KEMAR and human data for diffuse-field incidence
across 10 kHz might again be explained by a low SNR
at the probe tube microphone in this measurement (see
Sec. 3.1). The hypothesis is supported by the fact that the
between-subject differences are decreasing with increas-
ing frequency in this range for diffuse-field incidence,
but increasing for the inner driver as a sound source.
Between-subject differences that are increasing with fre-
quency would generally be expected due to increasing
differences between ear canal geometries relevant in this
frequency range.

3.6 Reinsertion Variability

Besides the variation between ears, the transfer functions
may change due to movements in the ear, or when the
devices is reinserted. Figure 10 shows the the transfer
functions that were assessed before for all five measured
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the left ear. Each panel shows a different quantity as denoted
in the panel title, data for the individual subjects have been
shifted for better display.

insertions into the three exemplary ears. While some
inter-subject differences are depicted well in this Figure,
in this section we only discuss particular effects of rein-
sertions. It should be stated here again that the device
was inserted not by the subjects themselves but by the
hearing aid acoustician (c.f. Sec. 2.3).

The top panel of Fig. 10 shows the HRTF measured
at the Concha microphone for frontal incidence. Hardly
any reinsertion variation is seen, even at frequencies ap-
proaching 20 kHz. The exception is one insertion in
subject EL08RD10 where a poor fit was achieved, which
is discussed in more detail below. The results show that
the HRTF is rather stable. On the one hand, the fit in the
cavum concha seems to be well reproducible for most
ears. On the other hand, many directional effects of pinna
diffraction observed in the open ear are already reduced at
the Concha microphone (see Fig. 4), leading to generally
smooth HRTFs.

The Insertion Loss is shown in the second panel of Fig.
10. The effect of repositioning is a bit stronger than for
the HRTF, but lies within ±3 dB in each subject with the
exception of one poor insertion in subject EL08RD06.
It is expected that the good reinsertion accuracy seen in
the controlled lab conditions can also be approximated
in practice at least for the insertion loss, since subjects
would be able to sense an occurring leak rather well.

The effect of repositioning on the responses of the in-
ner driver is shown on the third panel of Fig. 10. Below
8 kHz, only a very small effect of reinsertion < ±2 dB
is seen. The exception is again one insertion in subject
EL08RD06, where a poor fit resulted in both a reduced
insertion loss, and in the driver response to a higher high-
pass cut-off frequency and an altered high-frequency be-
haviour. A considerable reinsertion variation of the driver
response above 10 kHz is seen in the human subjects
but less pronounced in KEMAR, which may (partly) be
caused by unintended small movements of the probe tube
rather than an actual variation of the driver response.

The effect of repositioning on the feedback paths (in-
ner driver to Concha microphone) is shown in the fourth
panel of Fig. 10. A generally very low reinsertion vari-
ability <±2 dB is seen in a frequency range between 1
kHz (sufficient SNR, c.f. Sec. 3.4) and 10 kHz, equally
in the subjects and the KEMAR. The exception is again
the data from the insertion in subject EL08RD06 where
only a poor fit was achieved. However, it should be noted
that the change in the feedback path due to poor fitting
in this subject is much smaller as compared to the effect
on the insertion loss or driver response. Even beyond 10
kHz, the reinsertion accuracy is in the range of ±5 dB.
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Finally, the bottom panel of Fig. 10 shows the influ-
ence of repositioning on the RECTF for the inner driver.
Up to 10 kHz, only very small variations with reinsertion
(<±1 dB) are noted. The exception is again the single
poor insertion of the device in subject EL08RD06, which
causes large deviations from the other measurements,
similarly to the driver response. At high frequencies,
reinsertion variations similar to those seen in the driver
response are noted, especially in subject ER03ED10.

3.7 Inter-Device Variability

The top panel of Fig. 11 shows the inter-device variation
for the driver responses of a series of 10 device samples
measured in KEMAR. The sample included 8 pairs of
vented devices (light lines), as well as two pairs of closed
devices (darker lines), both ears shown for the second
insertion. The responses are very similar between devices,
and the deviation can mostly be described as a broadband
sensitivity offset of approx. ±2 dB, except for one vented
device where only a poor fit was achieved. The general
differences between both drivers, as well as between
open and closed devices are intended by design, further
analyses regarding these differences are provided in [15].

The between-device differences of the feedback paths

+

HRTF

Eardr. occl.

HRTF

Concha Mic

Processing

Filter

Driver Resp.

Eardrum

Feedback

Path

+

Figure 12: Flowchart for the simulation of real-time sound
processing.

(inner driver to Concha microphone, as in Fig. 7) are
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 11. Again, only small
differences exist between devices (except between open
and closed design) that are mostly in the range of the
variation of the driver response.

3.8 Application Example

Finally, an application example of the database is given.
Real-time processing in a linear hearing device based on
the Hearpiece including all sound paths to the eardrum
(occluded response, device output including processing
delay, feedback) was simulated for frontal incidence as
depicted in Fig. 12. The transfer functions obtained
in the right ear for subject ER03ED10 with the third
insertion of the vented device were utilized. Only the
Concha microphone and the inner driver were included
for sound pickup and reproduction, respectively. Process-
ing included a constant filter that was designed similar to
[11] such that three different insertion gain curves as de-
noted in Fig. 13 were provided. The insertion gains were
chosen arbitrarily, but could be prescribed for a neutral
setting (no amplification, often referred as hear-through
[12, 31]), a mild-sloping and a moderate-sloping hearing
loss [10]. A frequency-independent processing delay of
3.5 ms was assumed for the simulations, which was at-
tributed to the driver response at eardrum as well as the
feedback paths. The influence of feedback is examined
by including it in the simulations (”Aided Response” in
Fig. 13) or setting it to 0 (”No Feedback”).

The top panel if Fig. 13 represents a flat 0 dB insertion
gain, i.e., a neutral ”hear-through” setting that would let
the user hear the environment similar to the open ear
[12, 31]. The resulting aided response is very close to
the open-ear response, except for a spectral ripple below
approx. 2 kHz, which originates from interferences of
the occluded response with the delayed device output
(c.f. [11]). There is no influence of omitting feedback
when calculating the aided response, i.e., the influence of
feedback is negligible in this gain setting.

The middle and bottom panels show aided responses
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Figure 13: Obtained responses at eardrum, with simulation
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black lines) responses at eardrum for reference. In the No
Feedback results (blue lines), the feedback path was set to 0
for calculations of the aided responses.

including linear amplification. The aided responses corre-
spond well to the open-ear response with added insertion
gains. Particularly with the gain setting in the bottom
panel, setting the feedback paths to zero changes the sim-
ulated aided response significantly. The feedback leads
to a very rippled response around the peaks of the re-
sponse, and further analyses verify that this gain setting
is at the upper end of the stability region. In conclusion,
the vented device can be used to provide insertions gains
targeted at listeners with a mild to moderate hearing loss
(at least for free-field conditions). With gain settings as
shown for the moderate impairment case and above, feed-
back management has to be included to avoid instabilities,
also considering the possible level increase of feedback
paths when an object is placed close to the ear (c.f. Fig.

7).

4 Discussion and Conclusion

We presented and evaluated a database of transfer func-
tions of the Hearpiece, an openly available earpiece for
hearing device research [15]. The database comprises
HRTFs from 87 incidence directions as well as responses
of the device’s drivers, all measured at the 4 integrated
microphones and the eardrum in the open and occluded
ear. Measurements were made in both ears of 25 human
subjects and a KEMAR dummy head with anthropomet-
ric pinnae, for each five reinsertions of one sample device,
as well as KEMAR measurements of 9 additional devices
from a series. In total, the database amounts to 169,878
HRTFs and 5,740 driver responses/feedback paths.

The data can be used in research and development of
all sorts of hearing device algorithms and applications
such as hearing aids, directional microphones, noise re-
duction, feedback management, augmented reality or
active hearing protection. A special benefit is that the
algorithms can be easily transferred to portable real-time
prototypes due to the joint open availability of the Hear-
piece and compatible mobile processing platforms [21].
Also, influences of variations of the transfer functions
on the algorithm performance can be studied with the
present data. As an example, we showed results of simu-
lating a real-time hearing device in a subject’s ear with
various linear gain settings. This allowed to demonstrate
realistic artefacts occurring due to the venting, processing
delays, and feedback (v.f. Fig. 13), and estimating the
limits of achievable insertion gains.

An integrated microphone in the ear canal as in the
Hearpiece may become more common in future hearing
devices. The present database provides a starting point
for development of algorithms exploiting such a micro-
phone, including individual equalization [11], feedback
cancellation [17], or active occlusion/noise cancellation
[18]. The relative transfer function between the in-ear mi-
crophone and the eardrum (here referred to as RECTF),
which has to be known for such applications, has been
analysed thoroughly in this work. It was shown that this
relative transfer function depends not only on frequency,
the individual ear and the fit of the device. Is also dif-
fers significantly between sound sources, i.e., between
the device’s drivers and external sound sources, and less
pronounced also between external sound sources at dif-
ferent positions (c.f. Figs. 8 and 9). Although observed
before in a custom prototype similar to the present de-
vice [19, 32], the origin of this dependence is unclear
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and should be examined in future work. Electro-acoustic
models of the device that can individually predict the
transfer functions to the eardrum are under current inves-
tigation [30, 33]

Furthermore, the database allowed an assessment of
variations of the involved transfer functions associated
with a variation of the fit, as well as between ears. Gener-
ally, it became obvious that these sources cause different
kinds of variations. Variations of the fit cause varia-
tions of the transfer functions across the whole frequency
range, most pronounced in the low frequencies below 1
kHz. A poor fit may introduce a significant leak between
the device and the skin, and thus jointly leads to a smaller
insertion loss (c.f. Fig. 5), a poorer low-frequency repro-
duction with the balanced armature drivers (c.f. Fig. 6),
and variation of all other transfer functions (see subject
EL08RD06 in Fig. 10). A poor fit acts similarly as a
vent, and comes in addition to the effect of a vent that is
already included in the Hearpiece.

Repositioning also led to shifted resonances in the high
frequencies > 8 kHz (Fig. 10, especially in the driver
responses and RECTF)—however, it cannot be ruled out
that this observation is an artefact of the probe tube be-
ing moved slightly during reinsertion of the device. The
transfer functions that were least influenced by a variation
of the fit are the HRTF to the microphones on the face-
plate, as well as the feedback paths (c.f. Fig. 10). Even
if a similar fit is achieved upon reinsertion or conserved
during use, small variations of all transfer functions in
the order of ±3 dB up to 10 kHz and larger differences in
the high-frequency end seem unavoidable. Similar vari-
ations jointly have to occur in timing and phase aspects
of the transfer functions, which have not been explicitly
assessed in the present work. Such variations of transfer
functions due to variations of the fit have to be considered
in the design of algorithms.

Between subjects, differences that come in addition to
variations due to the fit were observed, although it is clear
that these causes cannot always be separated. Significant
differences between ears were observed in all assessed
metrics and in a broad frequency range. Even at low
frequencies, the insertion loss and driver responses (c.f.
Figs. 5, 6 and 10) differ between subjects in a way that
is different from repositioning variations. In the driver
responses, feedback paths and the RECTF, differences
between subjects include broadband offsets across the
whole frequency range, as well as shifted resonances in
a frequency region above 8 kHz (c.f. Figs. 6 and 10).
These effects mainly depend on the residual ear canal,
where probably differences in the load volume lead to the

observed broadband offsets, whereas the exact geometric
parameters such as the length only come into play at
very high frequencies. Overall, the analyses of between-
subject differences show that it is worthwhile to adapt
hearing devices to the acoustics of the individual ears by
measuring or estimating individual transfer functions in-
situ and regard them in parameter settings of algorithms.

Measurements in KEMAR with anthropometric pinnae
represent a median ear very well for all assessed metrics
up to 8 kHz, and reasonably well also at higher frequen-
cies. Remaining low-frequency differences can probably
be attributed to a very tight fit of the device that could be
achieved in the KEMAR, whereas the additional probe
tube unavoidably generated an additional small leak in
the human subjects. Systematic differences to human
data occurring beyond 10 kHz, which were most promi-
nent in data including the response of external sound
sources at the occluded eardrum, were probably caused
by insufficient SNR in the human data. The KEMAR
with anthropometric pinnae thus seems like a suitable
tool to assess the acoustic properties of in-ear hearing
devices in a median human ear.

Data Availability

The database is available under the Creative Commons
CC-BY-SA 4.0 licence at https://doi.org/10.
5281/zenodo.3733191. The data is supplied both
in a custom MAT format for use in matlab/octave as well
as the dedicated SOFA format.
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